
Short Write #4 - Due May 18th 

This assignment ties in with our discussion of Orientalism- the reading and the video 

shown in class.  

Typed, can be more than 2pgs if necessary (please include images if possible). 

1. Find 1 image of what you see as a 'Western' man/woman incorporating a 'non-

Western' image of beauty.

2. Find 1 image of what you see as a 'non-Western' man/woman incorporating a

'Western' image of beauty. It can be from a magazine, internet, as long as it's

contemporary (within the last few years)

3. Analyze how beauty is defined within each culture. And by doing so, define which

aspects of each culture are represented in each image- what is emphasized as

beauty with each culture represented.

Here is a sample of just the 1
st
 part of the short write I’m looking for. You will have to do 

both the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 parts for your paper. I’ve written this just to give you a good idea of 

the kind of short write I’m hoping for. I’m also including two examples just to give you 

more ideas of choices, but am only writing on 1 of them. Again, you don’t have to 

include a pic if you tell me the link- I did this for clarity. 



Michael Schuster 

Short Write #4- 1
st
 part only 

July 8, 2016 

Alek Wek is a famous Sudanese supermodel who, in this example from Forbes 

Africa, represents a mix of both Western and non-Western aspects of beauty within each 

culture. I will start with her face, which is strikingly beautiful (not surprising given that 

her job is to be professionally pretty). Her hair is in a “natural” style for black women, 

and by extension, more of an accepted standard of beauty within Sudanese culture, as 

opposed to some who may choose to wear wigs, extensions, bleach hair, etc. in the West. 

Women within Western culture do not have a hairstyle like Wek’s as a mainstream 

standard of beauty, favoring hair about shoulder length or a bit longer.  

Wek’s makeup, however, seems very Western as I see it. Her brows are artificially 

arched with eyeliner and shaped in a non-natural way that seems typical of how women 

in Western culture style their brows. This is also specifically more a more feminine look, 

since men usually don’t style theirs like Wek’s in order to keep them “on fleek”. Her 

lipstick, eyelashes, and eye shadow also appear to be applied in a typical Western style 

for model photography.  

Wek’s jewelry, on the other hand, leans toward a more non-Western traditional 

style. First, I would bring attention to her neck rings. According to National Geographic 

News, they are adornments within Southern African culture- specifically Ndebele women 

(http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2004/12/photogalleries/south_africa_faces/ph 

oto2.html). Wek’s necklace seems to also feature non-Western symbols of beauty: snakes 

of various species, as well as hammered gold medallions. The hammered gold seems less 

technological, less machined and polished, that I typically associate with a Western, 

industrialized, mainstream design. The ancient Dogon people (now modern-day Sudan) 

were known to worship the great Serpent Spirit, and I think Wek may have been pay 

homage to her roots by choosing to wear a necklace with many snakes. 

END OF THE 1
ST

 PART 


